AMANITA SUIT
“Seguiremos caminando”
01 - Razones
02 - Quiero cantar
03 - Seguiremos caminando
04 - Cerezas y limones
05 - Un mismo cielo
06 - Pásalo
07 - Sonríe la luna
08 - Pescao
09 - Rojo y negro
10 - No quiero más
11 - Pequeñas cosas
12 - Un mismo cielo (piano version)

AMANITA SUIT formed on Ontinyent (València) in 2007, after receiving rave reviews for her first job
“La vida se escapa”, with which made numerous and notable performances, and that the music press
thought it's a very interesting, full of nuances and a leading warmth and quality of both sound and its
interpretative force; at the record, AMANITA SUIT, mixed with joy and passion of flamenco, rumba,
reggae, bossa-nova and rock, but yes, with a touch of social reality.

Into SEGUIREMOS CAMINANDO there is more rock
The recording of the new album “SEGUIREMOS CAMINANDOWe could follow the day-to-day from his
Facebook page, almost directly from the Estudios SP (Real de Gandía) hand in hand Sergio Peiró
who already recorded with his previous work, and on this record we find influences their front man
Rubén Muñoz received, so AMANITA SUIT has varied influences if in its first album were the Kiko
Veneno, Ketama, Delinqüentes, Macaco, Calamaro, Muchachito..., but in this second work its range
opens to the rock ‘blackguard’’ to what Marea, Extremoduro... there are even winks to progressive rock
to Triana; albeit, with its own distinct personality. Now the rock is more present: “The social unrest of
the moment directly affects my songs and makes it flare up the message, both in lyrics and in music...”.

An own talent plus exceptional collaborators
In SEGUIREMOS CAMINANDO is composed the band Rubén Muñoz to the voice guitar and
composer, Carlos Vecina at drums, José Solis al bass, and Iván García on guitar.
And collaborators who wanted to aggrandize this work: Fernando Madina from Reincidentes that
participates in “Rojo y Negro”; Javi Chispes from Banda Jachís that participates in “Un mismo cielo”;
Miguel Caldito than it does in “Cerezas y Limones”; Miguel Campello from El Bicho in “Razones”;
own Sergio Peiró in several songs; many musicians and other collaborators, representing an added
plus innate talent AMANITA SUIT.
QUIERO CANTAR, with its contagious chorus, the piece is chosen to present the album
“SEGUIREMOS CAMINANDO”, a good example of everything noted above and that Henry Menacho
(de Kronic Producciones) has conducted the video clip you we shall soon.

promo@psm-music.com
www.psm-music.com/amanitasuit
http://amanitasuit.bandcamp.com

www.musikaze.com/amanitasuit
rubenamanita@gmail.com
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